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Abstract 32 

Rationale: The mitogen-activated protein kinase pathway (MAPK) is one of the major cancer-33 
driving pathways found in non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients. ERK inhibitors (ERKi) 34 
have been shown to be effective in NSCLC patients with MAPK pathway mutations. However, 35 
like other MAPK inhibitors, ERKi rarely confers complete and durable responses. The mechanism 36 
of tumor relapse after ERKi treatment is yet defined.  37 

Methods: To best study the mechanism of tumor relapse after ERK inhibitor treatment in NSCLC 38 
patients, we treated various NSCLC cell lines and patient-derived xenograft (PDX) with ERK 39 
inhibitors and evaluated the enrichment of cancer stem cell (CSC) population. We then performed 40 
a Next-generation sequencing (NGS) to identify potential pathways that are responsible for the 41 
CSC enrichment. Further, the involvement of specific pathways was examined using molecular 42 
and cellular methods. Finally, we investigated the therapeutic benefits of ERKi treatment 43 
combined with JAK/STAT pathway inhibitor using cellular and xenograft NSCLC models.  44 

Results: We found that ERKi treatment expands the CSC population in NSCLC cells through 45 
enhanced epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT)-mediated cancer cell dedifferentiation. 46 
Mechanistically, ERK inactivation induces EMT via pSTAT3-mediated upregulation of Slug, in 47 
which, upregulation of miR-204 and downregulation of SPDEF, a transcription repressor of Slug, 48 
are involved. Finally, the JAK/STAT pathway inhibitor Ruxolitinib blocks the ERK inactivation-49 
induced EMT and CSC expansion, as well as the tumor progression in xenograft models after 50 
ERKi treatment. 51 

Conclusions: This study revealed a potential tumor relapse mechanism of NSCLC after ERK 52 
inhibition through the unintended activation of the EMT program, ascertained the pSTAT-miR-53 
204-SPDEF-Slug axis, and provided a promising combination inhibitor approach to prevent tumor 54 
relapse in patients. 55 

Keywords: ERK; ERK inhibitor; Non-small cell lung cancer; Epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition; 56 
Slug; Cancer stem cell; dedifferentiation 57 
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Introduction 62 

The Mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway through the RAS-RAF-MEK-ERK 63 
cascades has been shown to play a critical role in regulating various cellular processes including 64 
proliferation, differentiation and stress response in both normal and cancer cells [1,2]. Aberrant 65 
MAPK signaling, mainly induced by activating mutations in RAS and RAF, and its upstream 66 
activator EGFR, is commonly found in non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) [3]. Thus, targeting 67 
RAS-RAF-MEK-ERK signaling network has been exploited for treatment of EGFR or MAPK-68 
driven NSCLC. Indeed, FDA has approved the BRAF inhibitor dabrafenib and the MEK inhibitor 69 
trametinib to be administrated concurrently for treatment of patients with metastatic NSCLC 70 
harboring BRAF V600E mutation, as well as the KRAS inhibitor sotorasib for treatment of NSCLC 71 
patients harboring KRAS-G12C mutation.  72 

ERK1/2 is the most downstream effector in the RAS-RAF-MEK-ERK cascade, activating 73 
mutations in RAS, BRAF, and MEK can eventually activate ERK. In addition, many patients who 74 
acquire resistance to BRAF, MEK, ALK, CDK4/6, TRKA, and EGFR inhibitors show activation of 75 
ERK [4,5]. Therefore, ERK was considered as the Achilles’ heel of the MAPK pathway, and 76 
attracted significant interest as a therapeutic cancer target [6]. Since developed, several ERK 77 
inhibitors (ERKi) have been shown to be active against different cancers harboring RAS, BRAF, 78 
or MEK mutations, as well as cancers with developed BRAF/MEK inhibitor resistance [7-11]. 79 
Despite this, as observed with other small-molecule inhibitors [12], resistance may still develop in 80 
ERKi treated patients, and tumor might also relapse after treatment cessation. 81 

Many studies have shown that a small population of cancer cells, referred to as “cancer stem 82 
cells (CSCs)”, is responsible for tumor treatment resistance and tumor relapse [13-16]. CSCs, 83 
also called tumor-initiating cells, not only possess the properties of normal stem cells, e.g., self-84 
renewal and differentiation, but also exhibit extremely high tumorigenicity. Their multidrug 85 
resistance feature also allows them to survive most treatment including chemo- and radio-therapy. 86 
Therefore, surviving CSCs can regenerate a new tumor through their self-renewal and 87 
differentiation properties, and contribute to tumor relapse.  88 

Based on a model of cancer cell plasticity [17,18], non-CSCs and CSCs can convert to each 89 
other and achieve an equilibrium in a tumor. However, this equilibrium can be disrupted by specific 90 
microenvironmental signals or cancer therapies, leading to a predominant non-CSC-to-CSC 91 
conversion, and an expansion of the CSC population. It has been well known that epithelial-to-92 
mesenchymal transition (EMT) can generate CSCs by reprogramming non-CSCs [19]. EMT is a 93 
crucial cellular process that facilitates polarized epithelial cells to lose their junctions and polarity, 94 
and transit toward mesenchymal cells characterized by increased motility. During the EMT 95 
process, cells repress epithelial protein expression (e.g., E-Cadherin) to reinforce the destruction 96 
of adherent junction, and upregulate expression of mesenchymal markers (e.g., N-Cadherin, 97 
Vimentin) to promote migration [20]. EMT is exploited by cancer cells to transport from the primary 98 
tumor site to secondary organs, resulting in cancer metastasis [21]. This transition is often 99 
orchestrated by a group of core EMT transcription factors (EMT-TFs) of the SNAIL, ZEB, and 100 
TWIST families in response to pleiotropic signals [22,23]. 101 

In this study, we demonstrated that ERKi treatment could cause expansion of the CSC 102 
population through EMT-mediated cancer cell dedifferentiation. Mechanistically, ERK inactivation 103 
induces EMT via pSTAT3-mediated upregulation of Slug. Finally, we found that the JAK-STAT 104 
pathway inhibitor Ruxolitinib could not only reverse the ERKi-induced EMT and block expansion 105 
of the CSC pool, but also impede ERKi-induced tumor relapse, providing a proof of concept for 106 
combination inhibitor approach for treating NSCLC patients harboring aberrant MAPK signaling.  107 

  108 
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Materials and Methods 109 

Cell culture and chemicals 110 

Human NSCLC cell lines A549, HCC827, H460, H2122, H2030, and H838 were obtained from 111 
American Type Culture Collection (ATCC). PDX72 primary tumor cells were isolated from a 112 
NSCLC patient-derived xenograft (PDX) established by transplanting freshly removed NSCLC 113 
tumor tissue (KRAS G12C mutation) into NSG mice subcutaneously. All cells were authenticated 114 
by ATCC using Short Tandem Repeat (STR) DNA profiling and tested for mycoplasma 115 
contamination routinely. Cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium (Corning) supplemented with 116 
10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (FBS, R&D Systems, Cat. No. S11150), 100 μg/ml streptomycin and 117 
100 units/ml penicillin, incubated at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere with 5% CO2. All 118 
experiments were conducted using cells within 3-20 passages after thawing from the original 119 
stocks. Spheroid cancer cells were obtained by culturing bulk cancer cells in serum-free 120 
PromoCell 3D Tumorsphere Medium XF (PromoCell, Cat. No. C-28070) in Ultra-Low Attachment 121 
dishes (Corning) for at least 12 days. ERK1/2 selective inhibitors BVD-523 (Ulixertinib) and 122 
SCH772984, MEK inhibitors trametinib (GSK1120212) and U0126, as well as the JAK1/2 inhibitor 123 
Ruxolitinib, were purchased from MedChemExpress (MCE).  124 

Plasmid, siRNA, shRNA, miRNA, gene transfection and establishment of Tet On-inducible 125 
stable cell line 126 

SlugMyc_pcDNA3 was a gift from Paul Wade (Addgene plasmid # 31698) [24]. siGENOME 127 
Human SNAI2 siRNA SMART pool was purchased from Dharmacon (Lafayette, CO). SPDEF 128 
shRNA was purchased from Millipore Sigma (shSPDEF#1: 5’-CCTGGATGAAAGAGCGGACTT-129 
3’, shSPDEF#2: 5’-CTACCTCTCCTACTTTGACAT-3’). Negative control mirVana miRNA mimic 130 
(NC-M), hsa-miR-204 mirVana miRNA mimic (miR-204-M), Negative control mirVana miRNA 131 
inhibitor (NC-I) and hsa-miR-204 mirVana miRNA inhibitor (miR-204-I) were purchased from 132 
ThermoFisher Scientific. Cells were transfected with plasmids, siRNAs, shRNAs, or miRNAs by 133 
using Lipofectamine 2000 reagent (ThermoFisher Scientific) according to the manufacture’s 134 
protocol.  135 

To establish a cell line stably expressing Tet On-inducible Slug, we subcloned Slug cDNA 136 
from SlugMyc_pcDNA3 to pLVX-TRE3G vector (TaKaRa) to construct the pLVX-TRE3G-Slug 137 
vector. A549 cells were first transduced with the pLVX-Tet3G vector (TaKaRa), selected with 138 
G418 at 500 µg/ml. The G418 resistant cells were transduced with pLVX-TRE3G-Slug followed 139 
by selection with 1 µg/ml puromycin. The successfully stable transfection was confirmed using 140 
immunoblotting after cultured in the presence of Doxycycline. 141 

Flow cytometry and cell sorting 142 

NSCLC cells were trypsinized, resuspended in PBS containing 1% BSA, and stained lively 143 
with the APC-conjugated E-cadherin antibody (Miltenyi Biotec, Cat. No. 130-099-723) or APC-144 
conjugated N-cadherin antibody (Miltenyi Biotec, Cat. No. 130-116-171) at a concentration 145 
recommended by the manufacturer. Corresponding isotype controls were used to set negative 146 
gates. Cells were either analyzed by a BD LSR II Flow cytometer, or sorted by a BD Aria III Flow 147 
Cytometer. All data were analyzed and visualized by Flowjo. 148 

For cellular ALDH activity analysis and ALDH activity-based cell sorting, the ALDEFLUOR 149 
assay kit (STEMCELL Technologies) was used following the manufacturer’s protocol with a minor 150 
modification. In brief, cells with or without drug treatment were grown to at least 70% confluence. 151 
After trypsinized, 1×106/ml cells were resuspended in ALDEFLUOR buffer. Cells were then 152 
incubated with 2.5 µl ALDEFLUOR reagent per 1×106 cells for 45 minutes at 37°C. One portion 153 
of cells from each sample was treated with 5 μl ALDH inhibitor, diethylaminobenzaldehyde (DEAB, 154 
15 μM), to set the negative gate. After incubation, cells were washed once with ALDEFLUOR 155 
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assay buffer and eventually resuspended in 500 µl of ALDEFLUOR assay buffer. Samples were 156 
next subjected to a BD LSR II Flow cytometer for analysis, or a BD Aria III Flow Cytometer for 157 
sorting. 158 

RNA extraction and quantitative reverse transcription PCR 159 

Total RNA was extracted from the NSCLC cells using Trizol reagent (Life Technologies, 160 
Carlsbad, CA) according to the manufacture’s protocol. The first strand of cDNA was generated 161 
by the reverse transcription system (Applied Biosystems) in a 20 μl reaction containing 1.5 μg of 162 
total RNA. A 0.5 μl aliquot of cDNA was amplified by Fast SYBR Green PCR Master Mix (Applied 163 
Biosystems) in each 20 μl reaction with an QuantStudio 3 system (Applied Biosystems). 164 
Expression levels were normalized to 18S expression. The primer sequences for PCR are listed 165 
in Table S1. For miRNA detection, TaqMan™ MicroRNA Assay Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Cat. 166 
No. 4427975) was used to determine the hsa-miR-204-5p expression level. The expression level 167 
was normalized to reference gene RNU6B. 168 

Immunoblotting 169 

Whole cell lysates were prepared using SDS lysis buffer [2% (w/v) SDS, 10% (v/v) glycerol, 170 
62 mmol/L Tris-HCl, pH 6.8, and a complete miniprotease inhibitor mixture (Roche Applied 171 
Science)]. Protein concentrations were then determined using DC Protein Assay Reagents (Bio-172 
Rad), equal amounts of proteins were separated on an SDS-polyacrylamide gel, and transferred 173 
to a nitrocellulose membrane. Membrane was blocked with 5% nonfat milk in TBST, and 174 
incubated with appropriate antibodies (Table S2) at 4°C overnight. After extensive washing, 175 
membrane was incubated with the goat-anti-rabbit or goat-anti-mouse antibodies conjugated with 176 
HPR (Millipore Sigma, Cat. No. 12-348, 12-349) for 1 h at room temperature. After washing, the 177 
protein bands were detected with chemiluminescence. 178 

Immunofluorescence 179 

Immunofluorescence staining was conducted according to our previous description [25]. 180 
Briefly, NSCLC cells treated with ERKi or transfected with siRNAs were seeded and cultured on 181 
cover slips. Cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde and permeabilized with 0.1%Triton X-100. 182 
After blocking with 20% normal goat serum in PBS, coverslips were incubated with the primary 183 
antibody (Table S2) overnight at 4°C. After washing 4 times with PBST, slides were incubated 184 
with goat-anti-rabbit or goat-anti-mouse IgG conjugated with FITC for 1 h at room temperature, 185 
further washed with PBST, and mounted with Vectashield mounting medium containing DAPI 186 
(Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA). Cell images were visualized using the Revolve fluorescent 187 
microscope (ECHO). 188 

Immunohistochemistry (IHC) 189 

PDX72 tumor tissues were fixed with 3.7% formaldehyde for 48 h and embedded with paraffin. 190 
Tissue blocks were cut into 5 μm slides. IHC was performed as previously described [26] to 191 
examine expression of E-cadherin and Vimentin using the corresponding antibodies (Table S2). 192 
Slides were imaged under Revolve microscope (ECHO). 193 

Sphere formation assay 194 

The sphere forming ability was assessed using a semi-solid sphere formation assay 195 
established in our previous study[26]. Briefly, designated number of cells were mixed with 196 
semisolid media (MethoCult H4100; STEMCELL Technologies) in PromoCell 3D Tumorsphere 197 
Medium XF, and seeded in six-well Ultra-Low Attachment plates (Corning). Cells were maintained 198 
in a humidified incubator at 37 °C with 5% CO2 for 12 days. Meanwhile, 100 cells were also 199 
seeded in each well of a regular 6-well plate, cultured in the regular RPMI 1640 medium 200 
supplemented with 10% FBS for 12 days, to determine the colony formation ability of these cells. 201 
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The number of tumorspheres was counted under an inverted Nikon microscope, and the sphere 202 
formation rate was normalized to the colony formation rate. 203 

Wound healing assay 204 

NSCLC cells treated with compounds or transfected with siRNAs were grown to confluent in 205 
6-well plates and scratched with a 200-μl pipette tip. Cells were washed with PBS twice and 206 
further cultured for 24 h. Cell images were taken at 0 h and 24 h for measuring the distance of 207 
the scratch. The scratch area was quantified using ImageJ and the closure rate was calculated 208 
accordingly. 209 

Transwell invasion assay 210 

A Corning Biocoat Matrigel Invasion Chamber (Corning) was used to assess the cell invasion 211 
ability of NSCLC cells after ERKi treatment. Briefly, 5 x 104 cells were seeded into Matrigel coated 212 
chambers and incubated for 24 h. After incubation, non-migrated cells on the upper membrane 213 
were removed with a cotton swab and migrated cells were fixed with cold methanol and stained 214 
with crystal violet. Migrated cells were counted under the Revolve microscope, and the relative 215 
invasion ability was calculated. 216 

RNA Sequencing and data analysis 217 

A549 cells were treated with either BVD at 2.5 μM or DMSO for 5 days. Total RNA was 218 
isolated using Norgen Total RNA Purification Kit (Norgen Biotek) following manufacturer’s 219 
instructions. After the quality control procedure, mRNA from samples were enriched using 220 
oligo(dT) beads, then fragmented randomly in fragmentation buffer, followed by cDNA synthesis 221 
using random hexamers and reverse transcriptase. cDNA library was then constructed and 222 
subjected to sequencing by Novogene. The original raw data from Illumina HiSeq were 223 
transformed to Sequenced Reads by base calling, raw reads were filtered to remove reads 224 
containing adapters or reads of low quality, and mapped to a reference genome using TopHat2 225 
algorithm. Gene expression levels were measured by transcript abundance, and expressed as 226 
number of Fragments Per Kilobase of transcript sequence per Millions (FPKM). The differential 227 
gene expression analysis was conducted using DESeq [27]. Gene Set Enrichment Analysis 228 
(GSEA) and hallmark gene sets in Molecular Signatures Database (MSigDB) were used to 229 
determine enriched pathways. 230 

Animal study 231 

Animal studies were performed under the guidance of The Institutional Animal Care and Use 232 
Committee (IACUC) of the Ohio State University. Six to eight-week-old NOD scid gamma mice 233 
(NSG™) were purchased from The Jackson Laboratory. To determine the frequency of tumor-234 
initiating cells (TICf) using the limiting dilution assay, designated numbers of cells (1:1 mixed with 235 
Matrigel Matrix, Corning, Cat. No. 356231, 0.1 ml total volume) were subcutaneously injected into 236 
the axilla of NSG mice. Mice were monitored for tumor initiation for up to 4 weeks post-injection, 237 
and the tumor number per group within this period was recorded to calculate the TICf using the 238 
Extreme Limiting Dilution Analysis (ELDA) software 239 
(http://bioinf.wehi.edu.au/software/elda/indew.html) [28]. 240 

To generate a NSCLC PDX model, PDX72 tumor fragments were implanted into NSG mice 241 
(male:female=1:1) subcutaneously. After tumors reached 200 mm3, mice were randomized into 242 
two groups, and administrated with either BVD (50 mg/kg) or vehicle reagent (DMSO) orally once 243 
every day. Tumor volume was measured every other day. Mice were treated for 10 days and 244 
sacrificed. Tumor masses were collected, weighted, and fixed for pathological analysis. To obtain 245 
primary tumor cells from the PDX72 xenograft, tumor pieces were minced and digested with 246 
collagenase in RPMI-1640 medium at 37ºC for 2 h. The digested tissue was passed through a 247 
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70-µm cell strainer to obtain single cell suspension. Excess RBC was removed by Histopaque-248 
1077 centrifugation. The live, nucleated cells collected were seeded in culture dishes and cultured 249 
in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% FBS, 100 g/ml Streptomycin, and 100 units/ml 250 
Penicillin.  251 

To determine tumor relapse, A549 cells (1 × 106) and HCC827 cells (1 × 106) were injected 252 
subcutaneously into nude mice (male:female=1:1) to generate xenografts. After tumors reached 253 
around 5 mm in diameter, mice were randomly divided into four groups, administrated with vehicle, 254 
BVD (50 mg/kg), Ruxolitinib (100 mg/kg), or BVD+Ruxolitinib orally once every day for 9 days. 255 
Tumor volume was measured every other day. Mice were fed continuously after treatment 256 
cessation, and tumor volume was measured every day.  257 

Statistical analysis 258 

The data were presented as mean ± SD as shown in the histograms or lines of all figures. 259 
Two sample t-tests or ANOVA were used to compare the difference between two groups or 260 
multiple groups, respectively. The RT-PCR data was first normalized to the internal control and 261 
then compared with the 2^^ΔCT method. Holm's procedure was used to control for multiple 262 
comparisons when needed. Linear mixed effects models were used to analyze tumor growth 263 
trends across times. For all statistical testing, P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. All 264 
tests were two-sided. 265 

  266 
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Results 267 

ERK inactivation expands the CSC population in NSCLC 268 

It has been reported that suppressed ERK signaling is critical to maintenance of the self-269 
renewal property of embryonic stem cells (ESCs) [29,30], while enhanced ERK signaling 270 
promotes the differentiation of ESCs [31]. Our previous study has demonstrated that ovarian 271 
CSCs possess reduced ERK activity compared to the bulk cancer cells, and inactivated ERK 272 
signaling facilitates the maintenance of CSC properties [32]. Given that ERKi are used to treat 273 
MAPK signaling-driven NSCLC, we wanted to know whether inhibition of the ERK activity can 274 
expand the CSC population. High enzymatic activity of aldehyde dehydrogenase (ALDH) is 275 
observed in CSCs and is often used to isolate and functionally characterize CSCs in NSCLC [33]. 276 
We also confirmed the higher tumorigenic potential of ALDH+ cells compared to ALDH- cells 277 
isolated from both A549 and HCC827 cell lines (Figure S1A-D). In addition, CSCs are often 278 
assessed functionally by determining their sphere forming ability in vitro and tumorigenicity in vivo 279 
[34]. Thus, we determined the abundance of CSCs in NSCLC cells after ERKi treatment by 280 
analyzing these three parameters. We treated A549 and HCC827 cells, two NSCLC cell lines 281 
harboring aberrant MAPK signaling (KRAS-G12S and EGFR mutation, respectively), with two 282 
ERK inhibitors, BVD-523 (BVD) and SCH772984 (SCH), at a dose (2.5 μM) that is around their 283 
IC50 (Figure S2A-B). The inhibition of the ERK activity was also confirmed by analyzing the 284 
phosphorylated RSK (pRSK), a known ERK1/2 downstream target (Figure S2C).  We found that 285 
both BVD and SCH can increase the CSC population characterized by high ALDH activity (Figure 286 
1A-B), increase their sphere formation ability (Figure 1C-D), and enhance their tumorigenic 287 
potential (Figure 1E-F, Figure S3A-B) in these cell lines. The enrichment of ALDH+ cells and 288 
enhanced sphere formation ability were also found in primary tumor cells isolated from a NSCLC 289 
PDX after treated with BVD (Figure 1G-H). Furthermore, treatment of A549 and HCC827 cells 290 
with a MEK inhibitor, trametinib, increased the CSC population characterized by high ALDH 291 
activity as well (Figure S4A-D). All these data indicate that ERK inactivation indeed expands the 292 
CSC population in NSCLC. 293 

ERK inactivation promotes cancer cell dedifferentiation 294 

Due to the cancer cell plasticity, the abundance of CSCs in tumors can be affected by CSC 295 
differentiation and non-CSC dedifferentiation [35] (Figure 2A). To determine whether inhibition of 296 
ERK activity can affect cancer cell plasticity, we sorted ALDH- cells from A549 and HCC827 cells 297 
to represent non-CSCs, and ALDH+ cells to represent CSCs (Figure 2B) [36], and analyzed the 298 
conversion between ALDH- and ALDH+ cells in the absence and presence of BVD. BVD treatment 299 
could significantly promote the conversion from ALDH- cells to ALDH+ cells, while it did not 300 
influence the conversion of ALDH+ cells to ALDH- cells in both cell lines (Figure 2C-F). 301 
Furthermore, BVD treatment can significantly enhance the expression of stemness genes (Sox2 302 
and Oct 4 in A549 cells, Nanog in HCC827 cells), as well as the sphere formation ability in ALDH- 303 
cells isolated from both A549 and HCC827 cells (Figure S5A-C). These data indicate that ERK 304 
inactivation could promote cancer cell dedifferentiation, thereby expanding the CSC population. 305 
The enrichment of the CSC population after ERKi treatment could also be a result of selective 306 
killing or growth inhibition of non-CSCs, leading to a relative increase in the CSC population. 307 
However, we found that BVD can equivalently inhibit the ERK activity and inhibit cell growth in 308 
both ALDH- and ALDH+ cells isolated from A549 and HCC827 cells without significant induction 309 
of cell death (Figure S6A-C), excluding the possibility that the expansion of CSCs after ERKi 310 
treatment is due to selective sensitivity of non-CSCs to ERKi. 311 

ERK inactivation promotes EMT in NSCLC cells 312 

To elucidate the mechanism behind ERK inactivation-induced cancer cell dedifferentiation 313 
and CSC enrichment, we analyzed altered gene expression caused by BVD treatment in A549 314 
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cells using RNA-seq. We have noticed a cell morphological change from epithelial morphology to 315 
elongated mesenchymal morphology when A549 cells were treated with BVD (Supplementary 316 
Figure S7A), suggesting that BVD may induce EMT. Thus, we first examined BVD-induced gene 317 
expression change of a panel of EMT biomarkers [26] in our RNA-seq data. We found that almost 318 
all mesenchymal marker genes are upregulated in A549 cells treated with BVD (Supplementary 319 
Figure S7B). Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) further shows enrichment of the EMT 320 
hallmark gene set in BVD-treated A549 cells (Figure 3A). Next, we validated EMT in two NSCLC 321 
cell lines by analyzing expression of various EMT markers, as well as their ability of migration and 322 
invasion. Treatment with BVD and SCH was able to enhance the mRNA level of a panel of 323 
mesenchymal markers, e.g., Vimentin, N-Cadherin (N-Cad), and Fibronectin in A549 and 324 
HCC827 cells (Figure S8A-B). Furthermore, BVD and SCH-induced increase in Vimentin and 325 
decrease in E-Cadherin (E-Cad) were found in the primary tumor cells isolated from a NSCLC 326 
PDX (Figure S8C). We then confirmed the increase in the mesenchymal marker Vimentin and the 327 
decrease in the epithelial marker E-Cad in A549 and HCC827 cells after BVD and SCH treatment 328 
at the protein level (Figure 3B-C). We also validated EMT by examining the expression of E-Cad 329 
and N-Cad in BVD-treated A549 cells using flow cytometry (Figure S8D-E). The key functions of 330 
the EMT program, cell migration and cell invasion, were also enhanced by treatment with BVD or 331 
SCH in A549 and HCC827 cells (Figure 3D-G, Figure S8F-I) 332 

To verify the ERKi-induced EMT in vivo, we treated mice bearing NSCLC PDXs with BVD for 333 
10 days. As expected, BVD treatment significantly halted tumor growth (Figure S9A-B), and 334 
inhibited the proliferation of tumor cells reflected by reduced percentage of Ki-67 positive cells 335 
(Figure 3H). More importantly, the EMT program was indeed found in the surviving tumor cells, 336 
reflected by enhanced expression of Vimentin and reduced expression of E-Cad in tumors treated 337 
with BVD (Figure 3H).  338 

Taken together, all these data indicate that ERK inactivation can promote EMT in NSCLC 339 
cells. More interestingly, we found that a MEK inhibitor, trametinib, which can eventually inhibit 340 
the ERK activity, could also enhance the mRNA level of a panel of mesenchymal markers, e.g., 341 
N-Cad and Vimentin in A549 cells, as well as N-Cad, Fibronectin, and Vimentin in HCC827 cells 342 
(Figure S4A, C, Figure S10A-B), further supporting our finding that ERK inactivation can induce 343 
the EMT program. 344 

Slug mediates ERK inactivation-induced EMT in NSCLC cells 345 

EMT is largely triggered by a set of EMT-TFs, including Snail, Slug, Twist1, Twist2, Zeb1, and 346 
Zeb2 [23]. To identify the EMT-TF that plays a critical role in ERK inactivation-induced EMT, we 347 
first analyzed the RNA-seq data obtained from BVD-treated and DMSO-treated A549 cells. We 348 
found SNAI1, SNAI2, ZEB1, and ZEB2 were highly expressed in BVD-treated cells. Among them, 349 
SNAI2 (encodes Slug) was the most enhanced one (Figure S7C). We further analyzed expression 350 
of these EMT-TFs in A549 and HCC827 cells after treated with BVD and SCH using qRT-PCR. 351 
Among all tested EMT-TFs, SNAI2 was the one that is most induced by both BVD and SCH 352 
(Figure 4A-B). In addition, BVD-induced SNAI2 expression at the mRNA level was validated in 353 
primary NSCLC cells (PDX72) and a panel of NSCLC cell lines that have the KRAS mutation, 354 
e.g., H460, H2122, and H2030, but not in H838 cells, which does not possess aberrant 355 
RAS/RAF/MEK/ERK signaling (Figure 4C-D). The induction of Slug at the protein level in A549 356 
and HCC827 cells by both BVD and SCH treatment were confirmed using immunoblotting (Figure 357 
4E). Interestingly, treatment with the MEK inhibitor trametinib and U0126 also induced SNAI2 358 
expression in A549 cells (Figure S10C-E), indicating that both direct and indirect inhibition of ERK 359 
activity can increase expression of the EMT-TF Slug (SNAI2).  360 

To further characterize Slug as an EMT inducer in NSCLC cells after treatment with ERKi, we 361 
knocked down Slug expression in A549 and HCC827 cells, and analyzed expression of N-Cad 362 
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after BVD treatment using flow cytometry, as well as expression of E-Cad and Vimentin using 363 
immunofluorescence. Consistently, we found that BVD increased the percentage of N-Cad+ cells, 364 
as well as reduced E-Cad and increased Vimentin expression. However, knockdown of Slug 365 
significantly blocked such BVD-induced EMT gene expression alteration (Figure 4F-I, Figure 366 
S11A-B). In addition, BVD-induced cell migration was also blocked by Slug knockdown in both 367 
A549 and HCC827 cells (Figure 4J-K, Figure S11C-D). Taken together, these data indicate that 368 
ERK inactivation induces the EMT program through induction of Slug expression. 369 

ERK inactivation upregulates Slug via the miR-204-SPDEF axis 370 

Expression of Slug can be regulated by multiple mechanisms, among which, SAM pointed 371 
domain containing ETS transcription factor (SPDEF) was reported to suppress the transcription 372 
of SNAI2 [37-39]. Interestingly, our RNA-seq analysis identified SPDEF as one of the most 373 
downregulated transcription factors in A549 cells after BVD treatment (Figure S7D). 374 
Downregulation of SPDEF by ERK inactivation was further validated in NSCLC cell lines (A549 375 
and HCC827) at both mRNA and protein levels, as well as in primary NSCLC cells (PDX72) at 376 
the mRNA level (Figure 5A-B). In addition, we further confirmed the function of SPDEF in the 377 
repression of SNAI2 expression in A549 and HCC827 cells (Figure 5C, Figure S12). These results 378 
indicate that ERK inactivation can induce Slug expression by downregulating its transcriptional 379 
repressor SPDEF.  380 

Next, we investigated how ERK inactivation downregulates SPDEF expression. It has been 381 
reported that SPDEF can be downregulated by miR-204 [40], which was validated in A549 and 382 
HCC827 cells by transfecting them with miR-204 mimics (Figure S13). Given that miR-204 can 383 
be upregulated by BRAF inhibition [41,42], which eventually inhibits the ERK activity, we reasoned 384 
that direct ERK inhibition may also upregulate miR-204, thereby downregulating SPDEF and 385 
upregulating Slug. In support of this hypothesis, we found that both BVD and SCH could elevate 386 
the miR-204 level in A549 and HCC827 cells (Figure 5D). More importantly, miR-204 inhibitors 387 
were able to antagonize BVD-induced downregulation of SPDEF and upregulation of SNAI2, at 388 
least partially (Figure 5E, F). Taken together, these data indicate that ERK inactivation can 389 
promote miR-204-mediated depletion of SPDEF. As a transcription repressor of SNAI2, SPDEF 390 
downregulation derepresses the transcription of SNAI2, thereby enhancing Slug expression. 391 

Inhibition of the JAK/STAT pathway diminishes ERKi-induced EMT and prevents tumor 392 
relapse 393 

It has been reported that MEK, BRAF, and ERK inhibition could enhance STAT3 394 
phosphorylation at Tyr 705 (pSTAT-Y705) [43,44], which can further increase miR-204 expression 395 
[41,42]. In addition, our RNA-seq and GSEA analysis demonstrated an activated JAK-STAT3 396 
signaling pathway in A549 cells treated with BVD (Figure S14). Given that enhanced miR-204 397 
expression plays a critical role in ERKi-induced Slug expression, we hypothesized that inhibition 398 
of the JAK-STAT3 signaling should be able to offset the effects of ERK inactivation on EMT and 399 
CSC enrichment. In support of this hypothesis, an increased pSTAT3-Y705 was found in NSCLC 400 
cells treated with BVD and SCH (Figure 6A), whereas a blockage of BVD-induced pSTAT3-Y705 401 
was found in cells treated with Ruxolitinib (Rux), a potent and selective JAK inhibitor (Figure 6B). 402 
We then examined whether Rux can antagonize the effect of BVD on miR-204, SPDEF and SNAI2 403 
expression, as well as on EMT and CSC expansion. Simultaneous treatment with Rux and BVD 404 
at a dose close to their IC50 (Figure S2A, Figure S15) antagonized BVD-induced upregulation of 405 
miR-204 (Figure 6C), downregulation of SPDEF (Figure 6D), and upregulation of SNAI2 (Figure 406 
6E). Furthermore, Rux also blocked BVD-induced increase in expression of the mesenchymal 407 
marker Vimentin and N-Cad, blocked BVD-induced decrease in expression of epithelial marker 408 
E-Cad (Figure 6F), as well as inhibited BVD-induced cell migration ability in A549 cells (Figure 409 
6G), suggesting that JAK inhibition is able to offset ERKi-induced EMT. In addition, we 410 
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demonstrated that Rux blocked BVD-induced augmentation of the sphere formation ability in 411 
A549 cells (Figure 6H), indicating that JAK inhibition can impede ERKi-induced enhancement of 412 
the self-renewal ability of NSCLC cells.  413 

Finally, we generated subcutaneous xenografts in nude mice using both A549 and HCC827 414 
cells, and determined the effect of BVD and Rux on the tumor growth during and after treatment. 415 
BVD, Rux, and BVD+Rux all significantly retard tumor growth; The BVD+Rux group showed 416 
significant reduced tumor growth rate compared to the BVD or Rux single treatment group (Figure 417 
6I, K). When treatment was stopped, xenografts in the previously BVD-treated group started to 418 
grow at a rate like the Vehicle group. However, simultaneous treatment with BVD and Rux could 419 
significantly block tumor growth even though treatment is stopped (Figure 6J, L). All these results 420 
suggest that activation of JAK-STAT3 signaling is critical to ERK inactivation-induced EMT, 421 
enrichment of CSCs, and tumor relapse. Inhibition of the JAK-STAT3 pathway can hinder EMT 422 
program, block expansion of the CSC pool, and impede tumor progression in NSCLC cell after 423 
ERKi treatment.  424 
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Discussion 425 

ERK inhibitors have been shown to be effective in a variety of solid-tumor malignancies, but 426 
like other MAPK inhibitors, they rarely confer complete and durable responses. In this study, we 427 
revealed that ERK inactivation can expand the CSC population, which could be a contributor to 428 
tumor relapse after ERK targeted therapy. We further showed that inhibition of ERK activity 429 
triggers EMT by enhancing Slug expression via a pSTAT3-miR-204-SPDEF axis. Simultaneous 430 
inhibition of the JAK/STAT signaling could block ERK inactivation-induced EMT, expansion of the 431 
CSC population, and tumor relapse after ERKi treatment (Figure 7). 432 

It has long been argued regarding the relationship between ERK signaling and EMT. The ERK 433 
pathway was indicated to be a mediator of EMT, mainly in non-malignant cells, such as normal 434 
murine mammary gland epithelial cells, mouse cortical tubule epithelial cells, and MCF-10A non-435 
malignant breast epithelial cells [45-48]. Prevention of TGF-β-induced EMT by MEK inhibition was 436 
also found in lung cancer cells, such as H1666 and H358 cells [49]. However, other studies 437 
showed that MAPK inhibition induces EMT. For examples, the BRAF inhibitor vemurafenib 438 
upregulates EMT gene expression in BRAF or NRAS mutated melanoma cells and promotes cell 439 
invasion and metastasis [50]; the BRAF inhibitor PLX4032 enhances EMT in BRAF inhibitor-440 
resistant thyroid cancer cell line 8505C cells [51]. Our study revealed that BVD and SCH, two 441 
ERK inhibitors, were able to induce EMT in NSCLC cells harboring aberrant MAPK signaling. This 442 
phenomenon was found not only in multiple cancer cell lines, but also in a NSCLC PDX. In 443 
addition, not only ERKi, but also MEKi, were shown to induce EMT in NSCLC cells. The difference 444 
between our results showing that ERKi promote EMT and the results from others showing that 445 
MEKi inhibit EMT might be due to the different cell types or cell characteristics. It has been shown 446 
that MEK inhibition increased invasion of metastatic melanoma cell lines, but reduced invasion of 447 
non-metastatic cell lines [43]; BRAF inhibitor-resistant thyroid cancer cell line 8505C, but not 448 
BRAF inhibitor-sensitive BCPAP cells presented upregulated EMT following BRAF inhibitor 449 
PLX4032 treatment [51]. Even though all these cells have aberrant MAPK signaling, there might 450 
be differences in other signaling pathways, such as the activated AKT pathway in cells harboring 451 
KRAS mutation [52], which may affect their responses to ERKi in modulating EMT. 452 

Increasing evidence has shown that both CSCs and non-CSCs exhibit plasticity, which 453 
enables these cells to transit between different phenotypes when triggered, and contributes to the 454 
maintenance of the CSC population in tumors. Our data showed that ERK inhibition expands the 455 
CSC population, at least partially, by enhancing the cancer cell dedifferentiation. We also clearly 456 
demonstrated an increase in Slug expression and a Slug-mediated EMT in NSCLC cells after 457 
ERKi treatment. Cancer cell dedifferentiation, a process through which the non-CSCs acquire 458 
stemness properties, has been linked to EMT [19]. In addition, overexpression of EMT-TFs, e.g., 459 
Twist1, Zeb1, or Snai1, can also confer the stem cell traits to normal and transformed epithelial 460 
cells as well as cancer cells [19,53-55]. Thus, Slug may play a critical role in ERKi-induced cancer 461 
cell dedifferentiation via Slug-mediated EMT. However, it is also possible that Slug promotes cell 462 
dedifferentiation in an EMT-independent manner. Indeed, Slug is able to collaborate with Sox9 to 463 
induce differentiated luminal mammary epithelial cells to enter the mammary stem cells without 464 
inducing EMT, and increase the tumorigenicity of nonmetastatic breast cancer cells [53]. 465 
Nevertheless, inhibition of ERKi-induced Slug expression should be able to block enrichment of 466 
CSCs after ERKi treatment. 467 

Among all master EMT-TFs, we found ERKi specifically enhance expression of SNAI2, with a 468 
concurrent downregulation of SPDEF. SPDEF is a member of the ETS (E-twenty-six 469 
transformation-specific) transcription factor family. It is already known that SPDEF can block EMT 470 
by repressing the transcription of Slug in breast, hepatocellular, bladder, and prostate cancer cells 471 
[37-39]. In this study, we found a dramatic decrease in SPDEF expression after ERKi treatment, 472 
and also established the negative regulation of Slug by SPDEF in NSCLC cells, further underlining 473 
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the importance of SPDEF in regulating Slug and Slug-mediated EMT, and supporting the concept 474 
that SPDEF can be considered a therapeutic target [56]. It has been reported that SPDEF 475 
expression can be downregulated by miR-204 [40]. In addition, our data demonstrated that 476 
upregulation of miR-204 is one of the contributors to the reduction of SPDEF expression in 477 
NSCLC cells after ERKi treatment. Thus, inhibition of the function of miR-204 should be able to 478 
restore the expression of SPDEF, thereby repressing Slug expression. Indeed, miR-204 inhibitors 479 
did partially antagonize BVD-induced decrease in SPDEF and increase in Slug. Therefore, halting 480 
miR-204 elevation after ERKi treatment is a key to prevent EMT and expansion of the CSC 481 
population in the treatment of NSCLC with ERKi. In this study, we also showed that 482 
downregulation of pSTAT3-Y705 with the JAK/STAT inhibitor blocked ERKi-induced EMT and 483 
expansion of the CSC population. Given that the expression of miR-204 can be upregulated by 484 
pSTAT3-Y705 in melanoma cells [41,42], these data indicate that a pSTAT3-miR-204-SPDEF 485 
axis plays an important role in regulating Slug expression after ERKi treatment. In addition, it is 486 
reported that pSTAT3 can also upregulates Slug expression directly [57]. Nevertheless, given that 487 
Slug is considered “undruggable” due to inherent biological properties, inhibition of STAT3 488 
phosphorylation at Y705 can be exploited to antagonize ERKi treatment-induced Slug 489 
upregulation, thereby blocking ERK inactivation-induced EMT, CSC enrichment, and tumor 490 
relapse. Indeed, our data have shown that inhibition of pSTAT3 with the JAK-STAT inhibitor 491 
Ruxolitinib blocked BVD-induced increase in SNAI2 expression and achieved the aforementioned 492 
aims. 493 

It is well known that three major MAPK pathways exist in mammalian cells, the ERK1/2, the 494 
p38 kinase, and the c-JUN N-terminal kinase (JNK). A connection between ERK and JNK and/or 495 
p38 has been reported, e.g., the inhibition of ERK activity can trigger p38 kinase activation and 496 
results in activation of c-JUN N-terminal kinase (JNK) [58-60]. Given that both p38 and JNK play 497 
critical roles in promoting the CSC phenotype in a variety of tumor types [61,62], it is possible that 498 
ERK inhibition may regulate the CSC population via altering the activity of p38 and JNK. 499 
Nevertheless, this putative mechanism warrants a further investigation, but does not affect the 500 
conclusion drawn from the findings in this study. 501 

In summary, our study identified an unrecognized phenotype induced by ERK inactivation. 502 
We found that inhibition of ERK activity via ERKi leads to SNAI2 upregulation by altering the 503 
pSTAT-miR-204-SPDEF pathway. Inhibition of the JAK-STAT pathway via Ruxolitinib abrogates 504 
ERKi-induced EMT and CSC enrichment in NSCLC cells, as well as impedes tumor progression 505 
in a xenograft model after ERKi treatment cessation. Given that Ruxolitinib has been approved 506 
by FDA for the treatment of intermediate or high-risk myelofibrosis, and its therapeutic potential 507 
in solid tumors are currently undergoing clinical evaluation, the combination of ERKi and 508 
Ruxolitinib could be exploited for treatment of NSCLC patients with aberrant MAPK signaling in 509 
the future.   510 

 511 
  512 
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Figure 1. ERK inactivation expands the CSC population in NSCLC cells. (A-B) Effect of ERKi treatment on the 
abundance of ALDH+ cells in NSCLC cell lines. A549 (A) and HCC827 (B) cells were treated with BVD or SCH at 
2.5 µM for 5 days. ALDH+ cells were assessed using the ALDEFLURE flow cytometry assay. DEAB (15 μM) treated 
cells were used as negative control for setting the gate. (C-D) Effect of ERKi treatment on the sphere-formation 
capacity of NSCLC cell lines. A549 (C) and HCC827 (D) cells were treated with BVD or SCH as aforementioned, 
the sphere-formation capacity was measured using the semisolid sphere-forming assay. (E-F) Effect of ERKi 
treatment on tumorigenicity of NSCLC cell lines. A549 (E) and HCC827 (F) cells were treated with BVD or SCH as 
described above, the TICf was quantified by a xenograft assay with limiting dilution. (G-H) Effects of BVD treatment 
on the abundance of CSCs in primary NSCLC cells. Primary tumor cells isolated from a NSCLC PDX (PDX72) were 
treated with BVD at 2.5 µM for 5 days; ALDH+ cells (G) and their sphere-formation capacity (H) were examined as 
described in (A-B) and (C-D). N = 3, bar: SD, **: P < 0.01. 
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Figure 2. ERK inactivation promotes dedifferentiation of NSCLC cells. (A) Schematic illustration of cancer cell 
plasticity. (B) Isolation of ALDH- and ALDH+ cells from NSCLC cell lines. A549 and HCC827 cells were incubated 
with ALDEFLUOR reagents, ALDH- and ALDH+ cells were sorted using flow cytometer. (C-F) Conversion between 
ALDH- and ALDH+ cells in the absence or presence of BVD. ALDH- and ALDH+ cells isolated from A549 (C, D) and 
HCC827 (E, F) cell lines were cultured in the absence or presence of 2.5 µM BVD for 5 days. ALDEFLUOR-based 
flow cytometry assay was conducted to assess the percentage of ALDH+ cells, DEAB treated cells were used as 
negative control for setting the gate (C, E). The percentage of ALDH+ cells in each group was plotted (D, F). N = 3, 
bar: SD, **: P < 0.01. 
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Figure 3. ERK inactivation promotes EMT in NSCLC cells. (A) RNA-seq and GSEA showed enrichment of EMT 
related genes among BVD-treated A549 cells. (B-C) Effect of ERKi treatment on expression of EMT markers. A549 
and HCC827 cells were treated with BVD or SCH at 2.5 µM for 5 days. Immunofluorescence staining (B) and 
immunoblotting (C) were conducted for determining E-Cad and Vimentin expression. The pRSK level was examined 
to show inhibition of the ERK activity by BVD and SCH in (C). (D-E) Effects of ERKi treatment on cell migration of 
NSCLC cell lines. A549 (D) and HCC827 (E) cells were treated with BVD or SCH at 2.5 µM for 5 days. The migration 
ability of these cells was assessed using the wound healing assay. (F-G) Effects of ERKi treatment on cell invasion 
of NSCLC cells. A549 (F) and HCC827 (G) cells were treated with BVD or SCH at 2.5 µM for 5 days. The invasion 
ability of these cells was assessed using the transwell cell invasion assay. H, Effects of BVD treatment on expression 
of EMT markers in NSCLC tumor tissues. PDX72-bearing NSG mice were treated with BVD for 10 days, E-Cad and 
Vimentin expression in tumor tissues was determined using IHC. N = 3, bar: SD, **: P < 0.01. 
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Figure 4. Slug mediates ERKi-induced EMT in NSCLC cells. (A-B) Effects of ERKi treatment on expression of 
EMT-TFs in NSCLC cell lines. A549 (A) and HCC827 (B) cells were treated with BVD or SCH at 2.5 µM for 5 days. 
The mRNA levels of a panel of EMT-TFs were examined using qRT-PCR. (C) Effect of ERKi treatment on SNAI2 
expression in primary NSCLC cells. Primary tumor cells isolated from a NSCLC PDX (PDX72) were treated with 
BVD or SCH at 2.5 µM for 5 days, the mRNA level of SNAI2 was examined. (D) Effect of ERKi treatment on SNAI2 
expression in multiple NSCLC cell lines. H460, H2122, and H2030 cancer cells with KRAS mutation and H838 
cancer cells with wild-type KRAS were treated with BVD at 2.5 µM for 5 days, the mRNA level of SNAI2 was 
determined. (E) Effect of ERKi treatment on the protein level of Slug in NSCLC cell lines. A549 and HCC827 cells 
were treated with BVD or SCH at 2.5 µM for 5 days. Immunoblotting was conducted to determine the protein level 
of Slug. GAPDH was blotted as a loading control. (F-I) Effects of Slug knockdown on BVD-induced EMT. A549 cells 
were transfected with either control siRNA (siCtrl) or Slug siRNA (siSlug) pool for 24 h, then treated with BVD at 2.5 
µM for 5 days. Immunoblotting was performed to determine the protein level of Slug (F). FACS was conducted to 
determine the presence of N-Cad+ cells (G), the percentage of N-Cad+ cells in each group was plotted (H). 
Immunofluorescence staining was conducted to determine E-Cad and Vimentin expression (I). (J-K) Effects of Slug 
knockdown on BVD-induced enhancement of the cell migration ability. siCtrl and siSlug transfected A549 cells were 
treated with BVD at 2.5 µM for 5 days. The wound healing assay was carried out to determine the migration ability 
of these cells (J), the relative wound closure was plotted (K). N = 3, bar: SD, *: P < 0.05; **: P < 0.01. 
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Figure 5. ERK inactivation upregulates Slug via the miR-204-SPDEF axis. (A-B) Alteration of SPDEF 
expression in NSCLC cells after ERKi treatment. A549, HCC827 cell lines and PDX72 primary tumor cells were 
treated with BVD or SCH at 2.5 µM for 2 days. The SPDEF mRNA level was examined using qRT-PCR (A). The 
SPDEF protein level in A549 and HCC827 cells were determined using immunoblotting (B). Arrow: non-specific 
band. (C) Effect of SPDEF knockdown on Slug expression. A549 and HCC827 cells were transfected with two 
different SPDEF shRNA for 2 days, the expression of SPDEF and Slug were determined using immunoblotting. 
Arrow: non-specific band. (D) Effect of ERKi treatment on expression of miR-204. A549 and HCC827 cells were 
treated with BVD or SCH at 2.5 µM for 2 days. miR-204 expression was determined using qRT-PCR. (E-F) Effect 
of miR-204 inhibition on BVD-induced downregulation of SPDEF and upregulation of SNAI2. A549 and HCC827 
cells were transfected with either negative control miRNA inhibitors (NC-I) or miR-204 inhibitors (miR-204-I), treated 
with DMSO or BVD for 2 days. The mRNA levels of SPDEF (E) and SNAI2 (F) were determined using qRT-PCR. N 
= 3, bar: SD, *: P < 0.05; **: P < 0.01. 
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Figure 6. The contribution of the JAK-STAT pathway to enhanced EMT, enrichment of CSCs, and tumor 
progression after ERKi treatment. (A-B) Activation of JAK-STAT signaling after ERKi treatment. A549 and 
HCC827 cells were treated with BVD or SCH at 2.5 µM for 2 days (A); A549 cells were treated with 2.5 µM BVD 
and 10 µM Ruxolitinib (Rux) separately or in combination for 2 days (B). Immunoblotting was conducted to determine 
pSTAT3-Y705. (C-E) Effects of JAK-STAT inhibition on ERKi-induced alteration of miR-204, SPDEF and SNAI2 
expression. A549 and HCC827 cells were treated with 2.5 µM BVD and 10 µM Rux, either singly or in combination, 
for 2 days, mRNA levels of miR-204 (C), SPDEF (D) and SNAI2 (E) were determined using qRT-PCR. (F-H) Effects 
of JAK-STAT inhibition on ERKi-induced EMT and CSC expansion. A549 cells were treated as in (c, d) for 5 days, 
the mRNA level of a panel of EMT markers were determined using qRT-PCR (F), the migration ability was 
determined using the wound healing assay (G), the sphere-forming capacity was determined using the semisolid 
sphere-formation assay (H). n = 3, bar: SD, **: P < 0.01. (I-L) Effects of JAK-STAT inhibition on tumor progression 
after ERKi treatment. A549 (I, J) and HCC827 (K, L) cells were injected into nude mice to generate subcutaneous 
xenografts. Mice were treated with BVD or Rux separately or in combination for 9 days. Tumor growth was 
continuously monitored for another 6 days. Tumor growth curves during treatment (I, K) and after treatment (J, L) 
were plotted. a: P < 0.001 vs. Vehicle group; b: P < 0.001 vs Rux group; c: P < 0.05 vs. BVD group; d: P < 0.001 vs 
Vehicle group; e: P < 0.001 vs BVD group; f: P < 0.05 vs. Rux group (Linear mixed effects models). 
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Figure 7. Schematic illustration of the mechanism through which ERK inactivation expands the CSC 
population. ERK inactivation activates the JAK/STAT signaling pathway, the activated pSTAT3 enhance 
expression of miR-204, which downregulates SPDEF expression. As a transcription repressor of Slug, SPDEF 
downregulation de-represses expression of Slug, triggering EMT and expanding the CSC population. The JAK 
inhibitor can block ERKi-induced Slug expression, thereby preventing expansion of CSCs. 
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